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Legends 2x03 Promo "The Legend of Curtis Ballard" (HD)

Legends 2x03 "The Legend of Curtis Ballard" - It's a race against time as Martin searches for Kate in Paris. He's convinced the peaceful protest she's attending may turn violent at the hands of her friend Ifti, a boy with radical beliefs. In 2001 Prague, Dmitry discovers that the key to getting close to Doku Zakayev (Visar Vishka) may not be his brother Tamir (Nikola Djuricko,) but instead Doku's wife, Ilyana. In 1991 Lithuania, a younger Ballard is involved in an incident that will affect the rest of his life. Subscribe to tvpromosdb on Youtube for more Legends season 2 promos in HD!



Official website: http://www.tntdrama.com/series/legends/

Official Twitter page: https://twitter.com/LegendsTNT

Official Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/LegendsTNT



Legends 2x03 Promo/Preview "The Legend of Curtis Ballard"

Legends Season 2 Episode 3 Promo

Legends 2x03 Promo "The Legend of Curtis Ballard" (HD)
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